Day Dreams Custom Sewing & Handmade Gifts 2013

Styled after the popular hooded scarves,
Day Dreams brings you a simple pattern of
a mock cable stitch in crochet. A special
feature is any yarn can be used and it’s
very adjustable to size.

Gauge: 1 row = 1” 4 St = 1”
Materials:
250 g yarn (8.75 oz) Any color [Pictured Vintage Bianca Mist Lion Brand
Yarn, Lt Wt Worsted (3) ]
Size D Crochet Hook
Tapestry Needle
Abbreviations:
Sc - single crochet Dc— double crochet SST– slip stitch
ch—chain sp—space YO— yarn over
Special Stitch: Mock Cable Stitch is usually made on a foundation of Sc or Dc.
To make for this pattern, begin with ch 3 on hook. Skip next ch sp and work a Dc
in each of next 3 ch sp. (1) YO and insert hook from behind into skipped ch sp
(before 3 Dc). (2) There will be 2 loops on the hook. YO again, pull yarn and hook
back through one loop, YO and pull back through 2 loops, YO again and through
final loop. Ch 1 and continue.
Note: At the beginning and end of mock cable rows, you should always have only one Dc.
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1-2. Begin with a chain of 175. Tip: Use markers for every 25 ch sp. At the end of the ch, turn and work a row of
Sc in each ch sp across to end.
3. Sc in each ch sp across to end. Ch 3 and turn (Ch 3 counts as Dc +1 ch)
4. From hook, skip 1 ch sp, then in each of next 3 ch sp work a Dc in each. Skip next ch sp and work a Dc in each of next
3 ch sp. (1) YO and insert hook from behind into skipped ch sp (before 3 Dc). (2) There will be 2 loops on the hook. YO
again, pull yarn and hook back through one loop, YO and pull back through 2 loops, YO again and through final loop.
Ch 1. Repeat from * to last 2 ch sp; skip 1 ch sp and work a Dc in final ch sp of row. Ch 1 and turn.
5. Sc in each space across to end of row; ch 3 and turn. Tip: Do not increase in this row, it is easy to do so.
Watch closely the ch sp of the work in prior row from ‘behind’. An easy way to avoid increasing is remember there are 3 Dc and 1 ch for each cable.
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6. Working from Ch 3, repeat row 4 and 5 alternately until you have desired width of your scarf or for this pattern, 6
cabled rows and 6 Sc rows.
7-8. After last row of Sc, work more rows of Sc. Tie off and weave in loose end. (End of scarf)
9. Fold piece in half as accurately as possible. Mark the middle ch sp. From the middle count out to the left and right
each 16 ch sp. Mark each of these.
10. SST yarn into (left or right) marked chain space. Work at least 60 chains, ending with SST to other marked side. Remove middle marker. Tip: Here is another place to change the size of the hood. If you add more chains
the hood is wider in circumference whereas fewer chains will make it smaller in circumference.
11. Working in a row from last SST marked place, work a Sc in each ch sp around chain. You should have 2 rows of Sc
together at this point (One on hood and one of scarf where they are joined). Mark your beginning place. Ch 3 and
turn.
12. Work mock cable row to end. Ch 1, turn.
13. Work Sc row, ch 3, turn.
14. Repeat #12.
15. Repeat #13.
16. Repeat #12.
17. Work 3 rows of Sc around. At end of 3rd row, ch 3 and turn.
18. Repeat rows #12—#17 two more times.
19. Work a Sc row.
20. Work *6 Sc, decrease by 1 Sc over 2 Sc, 6 Sc, repeating between *
21. Repeat rows #19 and #20, decreasing by (5,4,3,2,1, 0) for each row decreasing.
22. To close: work decreasing stitches of 1 over 2 Sc around until only a hole large enough to close with gathering remains. Use tapestry needle to weave yarn through, tie off, clean up all loose ends.

Hood is made by adding to chain attached
to L & R side of scarf at markers. Make sure
you are working from front of hood to the
back where it will be closed in the center.

/ Marks for L & R side

This pattern is not for duplication or resale. If you find errors, omissions or have questions regarding a step in the pattern, please email sher@daydreemz.net for assistance. If you make this item for resale, please give credit to Day Dreams
for the design. You may modify the design to your liking, however, the exact making of this pattern credit should be to
Day Dreams Custom Sewing & Handmade Gifts.
Happy Crocheting!

